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I. WITNESS INTRODUCTION1

Q. Mr. Moes, please state your name, business address, and current position.2

A. My name is David A. Moes, and my business address is 30 S. Wacker, Suite 3100, 3

Chicago, Illinois 60606.  I am employed by Navigant Consulting, Inc. (“NCI”) as a 4

Managing Director, and have leadership responsibilities for NCI’s Disputes & 5

Investigations practice, in addition to serving on the Executive Committee of NCI.  I 6

have been employed by NCI since May 2002.7

Q. Have you previously submitted direct testimony with the Illinois Commerce 8

Commission (“Commission”) in this proceeding?9

A. Yes.  I submitted rebuttal testimony on April 21, 2011, marked as Nicor Gas Exhibit 10

7.0, as a joint expert with Christopher G. Gulick.  Mr. Gulick’s and my background and 11

qualifications are described in that testimony.12

Q. Mr. Gulick, please state your name, and current position.13

A. My name is Christopher G. Gulick. My business address is 3580 Carmel Mountain 14

Road, Ste. 420, San Diego, California 92130.  I am employed by Bates White, LLC 15

(“Bates White”), where I am a Principal in the firm’s Energy Practice.  Bates White is a 16

specialized economic consulting firm with expertise in a number of areas, including 17

energy.18

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND CONCLUSIONS19

Q. What is the purpose of this surrebuttal testimony?20

A. The purpose of this surrebuttal testimony is to respond to certain claims in the rebuttal 21

testimony of Illinois Attorney General’s Office (“AG”) witness David Effron and 22
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Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) witness Jerome Mierzwa on behalf of Northern Illinois 23

Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or the “Company”).24

Specifically, we address Messrs. Effron’s and Mierzwa’s continued claims that Nicor 25

Gas’ actual withdrawal of physical gas in storage at the end of 2000 was for the purpose 26

of accessing low-cost, last-in first-out (“LIFO”) priced gas inventory layers recorded in27

the Company’s accounting records, and that such storage withdrawal activity 28

subsequently affected Nicor Gas’ actual storage cycling activity in 2001, to the 29

detriment of its customers.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 27:621-45:1007; Effron Reb., 30

AG Ex. 1.4, 1:18-18:371).31

Q. What are your conclusions?32

A. AG witness Effron’s and CUB witness Mierzwa’s claims are fundamentally flawed, and 33

their rebuttal testimony only serves to demonstrate their failure to distinguish the 34

Company’s actual, physical gas supply operations from its restated accounting for the 35

storage results under the Gas Cost Performance Program (“GCPP”).  First, the 36

Company’s effort to access low-cost LIFO layers was based on accounting mechanisms, 37

and was fundamentally disconnected from the manner in which it actually operated to 38

withdraw gas from storage in 2000 and 2001 – an operating strategy shown to be 39

motivated to provide safe, reliable service to customers.  Indeed, Messrs. Effron and 40

Mierzwa ignore the conclusions of the “Lassar Report,” which expressly concluded that41

“storage pre-fills were the foundation of Nicor’s PBR strategy … In effect, without the 42

benefit of Nicor’s assumed accounting treatment of pre-fill transactions, Nicor cannot 43

access the low-cost LIFO layers it recognized on its financial statements.” (Report to 44

the Special Committee of the Board of Directors of Nicor, Inc. (“Lassar Report”), p. 63 45
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(an excerpt from the Lassar Report is attached to this testimony as Nicor Gas Ex. 46

12.1)1).  This conclusion, as well as Nicor Gas’ actions under the GCPP, was subject to 47

scrutiny by multiple regulators and auditors – none of which disputed the Lassar 48

Report’s conclusion on this point and the resulting restatement.  As the facts 49

demonstrate, the accounting related to the pre-fill transactions was restated in 2003, and 50

any inappropriate costs to ratepayers resulting from pre-fills were reversed by the 51

Company.  52

Second, AG witness Effron’s and CUB witness Mierzwa’s continued claims 53

about Nicor Gas’ actual withdrawals of gas from its storage inventory in late-2000 fail 54

to recognize the operating realities during that period, and we do not believe these 55

claims are substantiated.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 32:722-45:1007; Effron Reb., 56

AG Ex. 1.4, 6:111-11:218).  Both weather and market conditions necessitated the 57

Company’s reliance on its storage inventories in late 2000, thereby dictating the 58

reduced reliance on withdrawals in January 2001.  As we discuss below, we find no 59

basis to ascribe an ulterior motive to Nicor Gas’ actual use of its storage in late-2000.  60

Any claims of additional harm to customers, through some alleged manipulation of 61

storage activity in the face of actual operating requirements and in recognition of the 62

accounting practices under the GCPP that have been corrected, have no basis in fact.63

In conclusion, Messrs. Effron’s and Mierzwa’s claims on this issue are wrong, 64

and nothing in their rebuttal testimony serves to undermine the conclusions in our 65

rebuttal testimony.  As demonstrated in that testimony, the Company’s storage 66

                                                
1 A full copy of the Lassar Report is attached as Stipulated Exhibit (“SE”) 6 to the First Stipulation filed in this 

Docket on April 2, 2010.
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withdrawal and gas supply planning decisions were consistent with sound operating 67

practices and rational economic decisions, had no apparent link to any effort to access 68

low-cost LIFO layers, and were not undertaken with a desire to manipulate the 69

benchmark (Moes/Gulick Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0, 3:54-60), as confirmed by the 70

independent investigation of Mr. Lassar and affirmed by the Company and securities 71

regulators.72

Q. Please summarize the conclusions you reached in your rebuttal testimony.  73

(Moes/Gulick Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0).74

A. First, the facts in evidence and other information we have gathered and analyzed lead us75

to conclude that, during the period that the GCPP was in effect, Nicor Gas customers 76

enjoyed lower gas costs than the customers of other natural gas utilities in Illinois.  77

Second, neither CUB witness Mierzwa nor AG witness Effron has presented a plausible 78

argument supporting a conclusion that late-2000 withdrawals were motivated by 79

anything other than sound operational practices, or that greater withdrawals in 200180

would have been feasible. In fact, their suggestion would have driven inventory to 81

extremely low levels, would have been inconsistent with the operating practices of the 82

Company, and could have potentially affected operational safety and reliability during 83

high demand periods.  (Moes/Gulick Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0, 3:54-60).84

III. UNDERSTANDING LOW-COST LIFO LAYERS AND THE LASSAR REPORT85

Q. In your testimony above, you state that Mr. Effron and Mr. Mierzwa’s rebuttal 86

testimony fails to credibly distinguish Nicor Gas’ actual storage operations from 87

its accounting for storage activity under the GCPP.  What do you mean by that 88

statement?89
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A. In order to explain that statement, it is important to first understand gas supply 90

accounting, particularly as applied to the gas inventory recorded on Nicor Gas’ books91

under LIFO accounting preceding and during the GCPP.92

Q. Please explain.93

A. First, LIFO accounting is a common inventory accounting method under Generally 94

Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) to value inventory for balance sheet 95

presentation, and to “cost” that inventory when it is liquidated in a commercial 96

transaction (i.e., cost of sales).  As with many accounting concepts, the LIFO inventory 97

method is promulgated to best match revenue and expense, and to present fairly and 98

consistently the results of a company’s operations in accordance with GAAP.  At the 99

same time, it is generally accepted by the financial community that this and other 100

accounting methods do not always match the physical flow of goods, or reflect current 101

pricing and valuations, but are used to promote consistency and comparability of 102

financial reporting across periods.  From a gas utility perspective, a “LIFO layer” of gas 103

inventory reflected on the books can be created in only one way: in a calendar year, the 104

quantity of gas purchased and injected into storage exceeds the actual quantity of gas 105

withdrawn and delivered to its customers.  The incremental volume of gas not delivered 106

to customers during that calendar year, and maintained in inventory on the accounting 107

records under GAAP, is termed a LIFO layer. This new layer is added to the existing 108

LIFO layers on the utility’s books, and is priced at the weighted-average cost of gas109

(“WACOG”) purchased by the utility during that particular calendar year.  110

Consequently, a utility will typically have a number of uniquely priced LIFO layers of 111
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gas inventory on its books, similar to other industries where this method of inventory 112

valuation is chosen under GAAP.113

Q. Why is the LIFO layer of gas inventory created?114

A. In the case of Nicor Gas, and other gas utilities, the Company earns no profit on the gas 115

commodity delivered to customers.  It recovers its cost of gas through a rider 116

mechanism, whereby customers are charged the actual cost of the gas delivered, which 117

will reflect the current pricing of the gas that is not delivered from storage.  If the gas is 118

delivered from storage, the pricing will reflect the cost of the “last-in” or most current 119

layer of gas in inventory from the book accounting records.  In a situation where a 120

utility purchased more gas than it actually delivered to customers in a calendar year, the121

excess gas is typically injected into storage and the utility does not recover its costs for 122

that increment of gas.  Accordingly, the utility is allowed to record that increment of gas 123

as inventory and, simply stated, recover the carrying costs associated with that book 124

inventory until such costs are recovered at a future date when that inventory is sold. 125

Q. You stated that a LIFO layer is created when the volume of gas purchased in a 126

year exceeds the volume of gas delivered to customers.  What happens when the 127

volume of gas deliveries exceeds the volume of gas purchased in a calendar year?128

A. From an accounting standpoint, the incremental difference will be deducted from the 129

last LIFO layer added to LIFO inventory and used to price the gas delivered to 130

customers.  Using a simple example, assume a utility’s LIFO inventory was comprised 131

as follows:132
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Year Units Price/Unit133
2007 1,500 $5.00134
2010 1,000 $6.00135

Then, in 2011, assume that the utility delivered 500 units of gas more than it 136

purchased during the calendar year.  As a result, the utility’s LIFO inventory would be 137

adjusted as follows:138

Year Units Price/Unit139
2007 1,500 $5.00140
2010   500 $6.00141

Consequently, 500 units of gas priced at $6 per unit would be added to the 142

utility’s gas purchases to determine the utility’s total cost of gas for 2011, which would 143

be recovered from customers through the utility’s purchased gas rider.144

Q. What bearing does this explanation of the accounting for LIFO gas inventory have 145

on the rebuttal testimony of Messrs. Effron and Mierzwa?146

A. It demonstrates that Messrs. Effron and Mierzwa are wrong when they claim that the 147

only reason for the increased physical withdrawals of gas from storage was to access 148

low-cost LIFO layers.  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 8:163-68; Mierzwa Reb., CUB 149

Ex. 2.0, 6:117-19).  Specifically, and as described above, whether a new LIFO layer is 150

created or an existing LIFO layer is depleted is simply a function of comparing the 151

volume of gas injected into storage in a calendar year to the volume of gas withdrawn in 152

that same period.  LIFO layers are created or decremented in the accounting records on 153

an annual basis as a result of the combined injections and withdrawals over the calendar 154

year.  While it is certainly possible for operations managers to consider the accounting 155

effects of accessing specific LIFO layers during the operation of the storage cycle – and 156

delivery of gas to customers – in our view, the annual accounting exercise to record 157
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LIFO layers is not the sole, or even a significant driver of storage withdrawal strategy.  158

Also, as the Lassar Report noted, the pre-fills were a practicable strategy the Company 159

employed to access LIFO layers, not normal storage cycling in the face of operating 160

realities.  As stated above and in our rebuttal testimony, operational requirements 161

dictate whether and to what level storage is accessed to meet customer demands and the 162

cumulative effect of those operating decisions result in an increment or decrement to 163

LIFO layers at the end of the calendar year.  At best, and as discussed in the Lassar 164

Report (see Nicor Gas Ex. 12.1), the ability of the Company to proactively plan to use 165

specific LIFO layers to meet customer requirements was seen as limited, and these 166

LIFO layers primarily provided a mitigation tool for the operational risks the Company 167

took on in operating under the GCPP.168

Q. Does other information in this record corroborate your conclusion on this point?169

A. Yes. The Lassar Report’s conclusions concerning accounting tied to pre-fill 170

agreements provide a clear and unrefuted assessment of the issue.  Simply put, pre-fill 171

agreements gave Nicor Gas the flexibility to determine when it would take title to, as 172

opposed to physical custody of, gas purchased from a third-party.  Once the Company 173

took title to the gas, it was deemed to be purchased and would then be included in the 174

comparison of the quantity of gas purchased in a calendar year to the quantity of gas 175

delivered to customers in that same year.  This mechanism, whatever merit it had from 176

an accounting perspective, was used to adjust gas purchases in a calendar year.  Thus, 177

the Lassar Report concluded: “storage pre-fills were the foundation of Nicor’s PBR 178

strategy … In effect, without the benefit of Nicor’s assumed accounting treatment of 179

prefill transactions, Nicor cannot access the low-cost LIFO layers it recognized on its 180
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financial statements.” Lassar Report, p. 63 (emphasis added) (Nicor Gas Ex. 12.1).  Put 181

another way, the degree to which Nicor Gas actually withdrew gas from storage –182

whether in late-2000 or 2001 – had very little to do with a strategy to access low-cost 183

LIFO layers.184

Q. Why do you state that the Lassar Report’s conclusions on this issue were 185

unrefuted?186

A. For several reasons.  First, based on the Lassar Report, Nicor Gas’ auditors restated the 187

earlier accounting for the Pre-fill Agreements, which impacted the calculation of the 188

Company’s LIFO gas inventory during the GCPP.  Second, a variety of federal 189

agencies, including the U.S. Attorney’s Office and the U.S. Securities and Exchange 190

Commission, as well as civil litigants had the opportunity to examine the conclusions in 191

the Lassar Report and Nicor Gas’ auditor’s approval of the restatement.  While Messrs. 192

Effron and Mierzwa continue to maintain that additional issues also reflected 193

“manipulation” of the GCPP Benchmark, none of these other interested parties (some 194

with substantial financial interests) disagreed with the Lassar Report’s conclusion on, or 195

sought to litigate, this issue. (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 3:46-60; Mierzwa Reb., CUB 196

Ex. 2.0, 29:663-31:704).197

IV. REBUTTAL OF AG WITNESS EFFRON198

Q. Mr. Effron attributes the low storage inventory at the end of 2000 to increased net 199

withdrawals in 1999 and 2000 in order to capture a share of the benefit of 200

accessing low-priced LIFO gas under the GCPP benchmark, stating that the 201

Company has not presented any other plausible explanation for the low storage 202
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levels at the beginning of 2001.  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 8:161-68).  Do you agree 203

with his conclusion?204

A. No.  Mr. Effron’s testimony on this point ignores the operating realities that existed in 205

late-2000 – realities previously described by Company witnesses in one or more of 206

these dockets2; and also ignores information in this docket that shows the Company’s 207

purchase decisions in response to changing weather and increasing prices.3 As we 208

present later in our testimony and contrary to Mr. Effron’s rebuttal, our analysis of the 209

temperature patterns during this period illustrates the severity of the cold snap in the 210

latter part of 2000, and the resultant impact on operational actions taken by Nicor Gas to 211

effectively respond to customer requirements for safe and efficient delivery of natural 212

gas. As a result, while it is possible to access lower cost LIFO layers through normal 213

storage cycling, we believe that the operational considerations underlying the inventory 214

position at the end of 2000 are far more explanatory of the physical inventory levels215

than simply pointing at a desire to gain access to the lower cost LIFO layers, 216

particularly since those LIFO layers were accessed without having to physically 217

withdraw gas, instead using the pre-fill technique, which was subsequently reversed.218

Q. Mr. Effron defends his calculation of the 2001 storage withdrawals against your 219

criticism of the practicality and reasonableness of that adjustment balanced220

                                                
2 For example, see the rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony of Theodore J. Lenart which was filed and 

subsequently withdrawn in this docket.  (See, e.g., Nicor Gas Exs. 11.0, 11.1, 12.2).  Notably, we are advised 
that both CUB and AG had the opportunity to depose Mr. Lenart as part of this proceeding, but did not ask 
him any questions on this topic.

3 See, e.g., CUB Ex. 2.08, NIC 017392 and CUB Ex. 2.09, NIC 119451-452.
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against the reality of gas supply operations management.  (Effron Reb., AG 221

Ex. 1.4, 9:183-93).  Do you agree with his conclusion?222

A. As we discussed above, we do not agree with his conclusions regarding the intent of 223

Nicor Gas’ supply management, but his analysis confirms our view that it would not 224

have been practical, “or even possible” to increase the 2001 storage cycle, given the 225

storage activity in 1999 and 2000, to either the 1994 – 1998 averages, or to the 1998 226

withdrawal levels. (Id., 9:187-89).  In our view, this confirms our primary point that 227

some arbitrary storage withdrawal quantity should not be manipulated on paper to 228

retrospectively meet a results-driven objective based on retrospective book accounting 229

gyrations.  Operating integrity and safety cannot be discounted in attempting to 230

reasonably analyze the operating decisions of the Company, and Company objectives 231

may result in the need to purchase higher cost gas to meet operational requirements. 232

Q. Mr. Effron characterizes the Company witnesses’ claims that November and 233

December 2000 withdrawals were higher than normal in those months due to 234

extremely cold weather as “obscured and distorted.”  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 235

6:117-22).  What is your response to this claim?236

A. The problem with Mr. Effron’s rebuttal is that it focuses on the total number of degree 237

days within a month rather than the distribution within the month of the degree days 238

that would require the use of gas from Nicor Gas’ aquifer storage fields. According to 239

Mr. Effron,4 the normal number of degree days in November for Chicago was 717. If 240

these 717 degree days were spread evenly across the month, the average daily degree 241

                                                
4 See AG Ex. 1.4 Workpaper.
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day would be 23.9, or an average daily temperature of 41.41 Fo. This type of 242

temperature pattern would not trigger storage withdrawals (absent other operating 243

constraints). It is not until the daily degree day exceeds some critical value that gas 244

must be withdrawn from storage, and the quantity of storage gas used is a function of 245

the number of degree days above that critical value.  The charts below illustrate this 246

analysis for the GCPP period. In other words, withdrawals cannot be correlated only 247

with total degree days, as Mr. Effron simplistically assumes.248

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Effron’s assertion that the November 2000 temperature 249

was “nothing extraordinary” and accept his comparison to weather in previous 250

November months?  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 6:125-27).251

A. No.  In fact, the November 2000 weather did stand out in some respects, particularly 252

with regards to colder weather. The average daily temperatures dropped from 65 Fo on 253

November 1st to 20.5 Fo by the 21st, and then warmed to the mid-30s Fo by the end of 254

the month. The following chart, Figure 1, illustrates the actual temperature patterns in 255

November 2000. The steady growth in colder temperatures is apparent, along with the 256

brief warm-up towards the end of the month (if one can call an average temperature of 257

30 Fo warm).258
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Figure 1259

260

According to CUB Exhibit 2.08, the Company expected that daily, non-261

temperature sensitive gas load would be 700,000 MMBtu on a weekday, and that gas 262

sendout would increase by 43,000 MMBtu for every unit increase in degree day.5 This 263

means that the expected design day (79 HDD) gas sendout would be 4,097,000 MMBtu264

(700,000 + 43,000 x 79). Since the Company expected that about 50 percent of its 265

design day sendout would be met with withdrawals from its aquifer storages,6 this 266

meant that the remaining 50 percent would come from pipeline deliveries, including 267

NGPL storage withdrawals. These facts suggest that Nicor Gas could supply gas from 268

its pipeline sources, including NGPL storage withdrawals, until the daily degree day 269
                                                
5 The non-temperature sensitive load is commonly referred to as “baseload,” while the change in gas load for 

each unit change in the number of degree days is commonly referred to as the “use per degree day.” 

6 This is the Company’s current assumption, and is used here to illustrate the effect on storage withdrawals.  
https://www.nicor.com/en_us/residential/about_gas/underground_storage.htm.
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exceeded 31.4.7 From this critical perspective, November 2000 was the fourth coldest 270

winter during the 1994 to 2004 time period with degree days above 31.4, as shown on 271

Figure 2.272

Figure 2273

274

Still, even Figure 2 masks how cold it did become in November 2000. For 275

example, November 2000 had more degree days colder than 40 DD than any other 276

November in the 1994 – 2004 period. In fact, November 2000 also had the coldest day 277

among all of the years, a day when the average temperature was only 20.5 Fo on the 278

21st. See Figure 3 below.  These colder days are an important factor in the use of the 279

aquifer storage fields. 280

                                                
7 50 percent of design day sendout of 2,048,500, less baseload of 700,000, the result divided by use per degree 

day of 43,000, equals the degree day at which Nicor Gas would likely use aquifer storage gas, assuming that 
aquifer storage gas was dispatched last.
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Figure 3281

282

Another way of viewing the temperatures in November 2000 is by evaluating 283

degree day duration curves.8 This makes it easier to understand the total number of 284

degree days (area under the curve) and where those degree days occurred (area under 285

the curve, but above a critical level). Figure 4 compares the November 2000 degree day 286

duration curve to those for the previous years. As can be seen, November 2000 started 287

out being among the warmest, was average for a good portion of the month, and then288

turned sharply colder before ending with the coldest temperatures of the comparison 289

group.290

                                                
8 A degree day duration curve ranks daily (or some other constant unit of time) degree days from largest to 

smallest.
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Figure 4291

292

It is just this type of weather pattern that leads to an increased usage of storage293

and increased withdrawals. Mr. Effron’s comparison of total November degree days 294

does not provide sufficient detail to understand storage utilization, underestimates 295

storage usage during colder periods and overestimates it during warmer periods, and 296

leads to an inaccurate conclusion.9 (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 6:125-8:159).  The 297

Commission should not place much weight on his simplistic comparison.298

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Effron that “the weather in December 2000 was much299

colder than normal?”  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 7:141).300

                                                
9 Mr. Effron’s approach essentially compares average daily degree days.  When looked at from that perspective, 

there was no November in the 1993 – 2004 period where the average degree day exceeded 31.4.
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A. Yes. And other than the brief retreat from colder temperatures in late-November, 301

temperatures in December 2000 continued to grow even colder and stay cold throughout 302

the month. Furthermore, the Company’s storage withdrawals in December were 21.1 303

Bcf and injections were 1.5 Bcf, for a net withdrawal of 19.6 Bcf, reflecting the need to 304

draw down storage to provide reliable service to customers as the cold weather 305

stretched demand.  Figure 5 illustrates the combined average daily degree days for 306

November and December.307

Figure 5308

309

Q. Please summarize your rebuttal of Mr. Effron’s opinion that the level of 310

withdrawals in November and December 2000 was due solely to Nicor Gas’ intent 311

to gain access to the lower cost LIFO inventory.  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 8:163-312

66).313
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A. As we discussed above, it was not necessary for the Company to physically drawdown 314

the storage inventory in order to access the lower cost LIFO layers. Further, in arriving 315

at his conclusion that the only motivation the Company had to withdraw storage at the 316

end of 2000 was to access the low cost LIFO gas in order to beat the benchmark, he 317

ignored other available information, specifically the distribution of heating degree days 318

in November, which should have caused him to reach a different conclusion.  We 319

believe that a balanced view of all of the available information would allow a 320

reasonable conclusion that the much colder temperature patterns strongly contributed to 321

the level of storage withdrawals in the latter part of 2000, and thus that those lower 322

withdrawals in January 2001were not the result of an effort to manipulate the GCPP 323

benchmark.10  This information will be further analyzed and evaluated in our response 324

to Mr. Mierzwa and his analysis of the level of withdrawals and the impact on Nicor 325

Gas customers.326

V. REBUTTAL OF CUB WITNESS MIERZWA327

Q. In your previous testimony, you presented evidence and stated your opinion that 328

the cost of gas to the Company’s customers was among the lowest of the major 329

Illinois utilities.  (Moes/Gulick Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0, 4:65-68).  Mr. Mierzwa has 330

testified that your comparison is not relevant to these proceedings.  (Mierzwa Reb., 331

CUB Ex. 2.0, 2:35-3:52).  How do you respond?332

A. A key element of the AG’s and CUB’s case in this matter is that the Company’s 333

customers were harmed by the actions of the Company in implementing and operating 334

                                                
10 Nicor Gas witness Carpenter describes the market prices at that time, which further contributed to Nicor Gas’ 

reliance on gas in storage.
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the GCPP.  Our price comparison was not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of the 335

operating and pricing policies and actions of the comparable utilities.  Nor were we 336

suggesting that the Commission disregard the other salient issues simply because the 337

Company’s gas costs were so low. Rather, we wanted to demonstrate that the 338

customers of Nicor Gas enjoyed competitive rates for natural gas during the time the 339

GCPP was in place, and that the Company’s customers did not suffer material harm –340

most certainly not to the punitive level proposed by Mr. Mierzwa (or Mr. Effron for that 341

matter). This competitive and low level of charges to customers persuasively 342

demonstrates that Nicor Gas was not mismanaging or “manipulating” supply or storage 343

activities to its benefit and to the detriment of customers.  Also, contrary to 344

Mr. Mierzwa’s assertion, our comparison reflects the all-in, delivered costs as reported 345

by the Commission.11 Therefore, any cost differences associated with gas resource 346

portfolio structure (e.g., owned vs. leased storage) are fully reflected in the rate 347

comparison. Finally, Mr. Mierzwa’s claim that the Company could have proposed a gas 348

cost incentive program based on its performance against other comparable utilities is 349

entirely immaterial, and is another example of his continued attempt to re-litigate the 350

GCPP program itself, and is a distraction from the Commission’s review in this matter351

of any potential harm to Nicor Gas customers.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 3:48-52).352

Q. Mr. Mierzwa characterizes your analysis of storage withdrawals in 2001 to meet 353

operational requirements as “misleading, incomplete, and fail[ing] to recognize 354

                                                
11 Recall that the source of the data used in the cost comparison was the annual comparisons of gas utilities as 

published by the Commission. 
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any of the incentives provided by the GCPP….”  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 355

29:660-62).  How do you respond to Mr. Mierzwa’s rebuttal testimony?356

A. Obviously, we disagree with his characterization of our testimony.  In our opinion, 357

Mr. Mierzwa fails to appreciate the difference between physical versus book financial 358

storage accounting that we discussed above. His continuing view that the actions of the 359

Company in physically managing storage were entirely motivated by incentives 360

embedded in the GCPP to the detriment of competitive customer pricing and 361

operational safety and reliability is simply not supported by the record in this case, and 362

in particular, the Lassar Report conclusion regarding storage pre-fill activity in 2000. 363

The accounting for these transactions was reversed, and the effects on firm customers 364

were reflected in the restated GCPP results.  Nonetheless, the physical realities 365

remained. The surrebuttal testimony of Nicor Gas witness Theodore Lenart described366

how “…Nicor’s storage inventories had been depleted by heavy withdrawals in 367

November and December 2000, caused by severely cold weather and high prices for 368

flowing gas.” (Lenart Sur., Nicor Gas Ex. 15.0 Withdrawn, 2:37-38, excerpt attached 369

hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 12.2). Any additional attempt to penalize the Company for 370

some alternative motivations to manipulate the GCPP benchmark through some other 371

scheme are simply not supportable by the record, and the legitimate attempts to manage 372

the risk inherent in the GCPP benchmark by the Company.373

Q. Mr. Mierzwa identifies three specific incentives that he believes influenced the 374

Company’s behavior to the detriment of customers, in alleged violation of 375

Commission regulations, and presents additional information in this regard in his 376
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rebuttal testimony.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 29:665-31:704).  Can you 377

address each of these alleged incentives?378

A. Yes, and prior to doing so we note that elements of the GCPP did create risks and 379

rewards for Nicor Gas and its customers, and incented Nicor Gas to manage its gas 380

resource portfolio to buy and deliver gas at a cost less than the Benchmark. In our 381

view, the GCPP contained the proper incentives, it was reviewed in a public forum and 382

by regulators, and no one should be surprised that Nicor Gas acted in accordance with383

any incentives created by the GCPP.12 To the extent Nicor Gas deviated from any of 384

these incentives, it is our opinion that the Company did so for sound operational and/or 385

market reasons.386

We address each of Mr. Mierzwa’s incentives in turn, and note that they all 387

share his confusion of gas resource portfolio and cost management with “manipulation.”388

Our understanding of the three incentives alleged by Mr. Mierzwa is as follows:389

1. It was in Nicor Gas’ interest to keep its monthly storage injections and 390

withdrawals as close as possible to the percentages set out under the Storage 391

Credit Adjustment (“SCA”) component of the GCPP Benchmark;392

2. The Market Index Cost component of the GCPP influenced how Nicor Gas 393

purchased gas; and394

3. The GCPP created an incentive for the Company to access low-cost LIFO gas in 395

storage.396

                                                
12 These actions included those that would save customers money, but at the Company’s expense. 
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Q. Do you agree that it was generally in the Company’s interest to keep its monthly 397

storage injections and withdrawals as close as possible to the percentages set out 398

under the SCA component of the GCPP Benchmark?399

A. Yes, and there is nothing sinister about it – a fact with which Mr. Mierzwa apparently 400

agrees.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 29:666-70).  To the extent that Nicor Gas’ 401

proportional injections and withdrawals deviated from the percentages established in the 402

GCPP, Nicor Gas and its customers were exposed to cost risk – both favorable and 403

unfavorable. However, while taking the view that the Company had stated that it could 404

not manipulate storage activity, Mr. Mierzwa apparently sees any deviation from these 405

percentages as evidence of “manipulation,” even if the deviation provided a benefit to 406

Nicor Gas and its customers.13  (Id., 30:672-74). Nicor Gas witness Mr. Gilmore 407

testified in Docket No. 99-0127 that “the timing of withdrawals is largely determined 408

by weather and operational requirements.” Docket No. 99-0127, Gilmore Reb., 6:13-409

14, emphasis added.  We are not aware of any representations by the Company that 410

storage withdrawals were solely determined by weather and operational considerations, 411

and it does not make sense that deviating from either percents or absolute quantities – a 412

key distinction that Mr. Mierzwa often confuses – is evidence of manipulation by the 413

Company. We understand that the Company had the ability to manage (i.e., deviate 414

from the percentages) its physical on-system and off-system storages to meet its 415

                                                
13 Mr. Mierzwa does not equate deviation from the prescribed strategy as manipulation, but apparently views 

deviation and manipulation as being on the same continuum, where “the difference between anticipated (or 
historic) and actual results is significant, which is in itself a matter of judgment, and there is evidence that the 
actual results were influenced to the parties’ own advantage.”  Response to CUB 12.39 (emphasis added), 
attached hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 12.3.  We do not share his view, and believe that deviation from the 
prescribed strategy to meet the challenges being faced is not tantamount to manipulation.  
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customers’ requirements, provided it stayed within operational parameters, which we 416

believe to be an appropriate gas supply management strategy under the GCPP.14417

Q. Do you agree that the Market Index Cost component of the GCPP Benchmark 418

could influence the Company’s gas purchasing decisions?419

A. Yes. And again, there is nothing sinister about this either. We would expect the 420

Company to make rational, economic purchasing decisions. In fact, the document 421

offered as CUB Exhibit 2.06 provides rational guidelines for making purchasing 422

decisions in increasing and decreasing price environments. To us, this exhibit is 423

evidence of the type of purchasing behavior the GCPP intended to incent – behavior 424

that would result in lower gas costs to Nicor Gas’ customers and provide Nicor Gas 425

with an incentive. Raising this as an issue is simply another example of Mr. Mierzwa’s 426

attempts to re-litigate the approval of the GCPP.427

Q. Do you agree that the GCPP created an incentive for the Company to access low-428

cost LIFO gas in storage?429

A. We agree that the GCPP created an incentive for Nicor Gas to beat the Benchmark, but 430

only while maintaining operational integrity.  Accessing lower cost layers of LIFO 431

storage inventory would have been one way to achieve that objective, but that was an 432

accounting “scorekeeping” exercise only possible, and identifiable, if operational levels 433

of gas were maintained in a safe and reliable manner.  Whether that was or was not an 434

active, prospective strategy that Nicor Gas adopted to beat the Benchmark is an issue of 435

                                                
14 Operational parameters that limit storage activity are common.  See the FERC tariff for NGPL, Eighth 

Revised Volume No. 1, Part 5.8, section 5.  
http://pipeline.kindermorgan.com/infoposting/PDFView.aspx?file=/info_postings/matrix/tariffNGPLrs.pdf&b
m=rsdss
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which we have no knowledge and accordingly, do not express an opinion in this rebuttal 436

testimony. However, as indicated above, the Lassar Report addressed the LIFO issue 437

and how the Company viewed the LIFO layers in their efforts to manage gas supply 438

under the GCPP.439

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mierzwa’s description of storage operations and the 440

conclusions he reaches? (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 32:722-33:745).441

A. Not entirely. Storage injections generally run from mid-April through mid-November, 442

and can continue into December. Typically, storage facilities are not filled by 443

November 1st in order to manage daily load swings (as discussed above in our rebuttal 444

of AG witness Effron). This was also specifically addressed by the Company’s 445

witnesses in Docket No. 99-0127, where Mr. Gilmore stated that “the month of 446

November typically has sizable injections during the first half of the month but has an 447

overall net withdrawal.” Docket No. 99-0127, Gilmore Reb., 4:8-10. Further, storage 448

plans typically are based on expectations of normal weather, but retain the ability to 449

maintain adequate withdrawal capacity in the event of colder weather.15 We expect this 450

would be consistent with the Company’s expectations in October 2000, as noted by 451

Mr. Mierzwa in his rebuttal testimony. (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 33:746-49).452

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mierzwa’s interpretation of the Company’s actions during 453

November 2000?  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 34:760-36:814).454

                                                
15 For example, we understand that it was the Company’s standard to retain the ability to deliver 2.8 Bcf/d day 

from its aquifer fields on the January 20th design day.
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A. No, because Mr. Mierzwa did not consider a key conclusion of the Lassar Report and 455

overlooked reasonable explanations that were supported by the available data reflected 456

in Mr. Mierzwa’s own exhibits. CUB Exhibit 2.08 shows the Company’s view of the 457

gas sendout requirements and GCPP outcome as of November 6, 2000. Cumulative 458

heating degree days were running well below normal, and gas loads were below 459

expected levels. On November 6th, Nicor Gas reduced its first-of-the-month (“FOM”)460

purchases and Gas Daily – Daily (“GDD”) purchases by 26,547 Mcf/day and 86,097 461

Mcf/day, respectively.16 This total reduction of 112,644 Mcf/day in gas purchases was 462

consistent with temperatures running 43 percent warmer than normal for the first 463

25 percent of the month. FOM purchases were not reduced for the remainder of the 464

month. However, as we noted above, a cold snap started on November 10th, and lasted 465

for a good 15 days. The Company could not increase its purchases of FOM gas (since 466

the first of the month had long passed), and appropriately managed its GDD purchases 467

in the face of rising GDD prices to minimize its exposure to the 65/35 FOM/GDD split 468

in the GCPP Benchmark and withdrew lower cost gas from storage. Not surprisingly, 469

incremental sendout gas requirements apparently came out of storage. This is not 470

evidence of physical storage manipulation; this is evidence of managing to the 471

Benchmark, exactly what the Order approving the GCPP contemplated.17472

                                                
16 For delivery on November 7, 2000.

17 We note that Mr. Mierzwa has since withdrawn testimony regarding the Company’s alleged “decision to 
manipulate storage.”  See Response to CUB 12.25, attached to Dr. O’Connor’s surrebuttal testimony as Nicor 
Gas Ex. 9.1.
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Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mierzwa’s interpretation of the Company’s operations in 473

December of 2000 and the effect of the reduced NGPL contract storage 474

inventories?  (See Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 37:827-40:891).475

A. No. Mr. Mierzwa apparently views all operational data through his lens of GCPP 476

incentives, and ascribes intent to the Company based on his beliefs. (Mierzwa Reb., 477

CUB Ex. 2.0, 38:861-39:867). His analysis of the December 2000 operations gives 478

short shrift to the severity of the cold weather, and implicitly assumes that the Company 479

knew ahead of time what the weather and market conditions would be.  That the actual 480

results turned out different than the planned results is also reasonably explained by the 481

fact that the Company could not forecast the weather or the resulting market conditions.  482

This is a classic case of judging prudence in hindsight. 483

A simple comparison of 2000 year-end storage inventories reveals that end-user 484

inventories were down 21.7 percent over 1999, while Nicor Gas’ top gas inventory in 485

the aquifer storages was down by 19.5 percent.  Not surprisingly, the end-users, whose 486

purchasing decisions are not made by Nicor Gas, had similar storage utilization in 487

similar weather conditions.  The Company’s purchased gas storage was 64.4 percent 488

lower at the end of 2000 than it was in 1999.  This also should not be surprising because 489

we would expect the off-system storage to be used first, since one, if depleted, the 490

pipeline capacity associated with the off-system storage can be used to transport 491

purchased gas.18  Two, the on-system storage provides greater deliverability and system 492

support than the off-system storage and would reasonably be reserved.  We also note 493

                                                
18 A point with which Mr. Mierza agrees.  Response to CUB 12.40, attached hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 12.4.  See 

also NGPL, Eighth Revised Volume No. 1, Part 5.8, Section 5.
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that once depleted, the aquifer storage cannot be quickly recharged.  Once the aquifer 494

inventories are drawn, the deliverability capacity is gone. 495

Q. Do you agree that the 60 Bcf storage cycle would have been established prior to 496

January 2001, as Mr. Mierzwa contends?  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 40:892-497

41:905).498

A. No.  First of all, Mr. Mierzwa’s position is based on nothing but results-driven 499

conjecture.  For his position to be true, Nicor Gas would have had to determine, prior to 500

2001, the firm gas loads and prices for 2001. In fact, weather forecasts in December 501

2000 for early-2001 called for continued colder than normal weather. Moreover, this 502

speculation does not make sense under the operation of the GCPP and responsible 503

utility operating standards. Under the GCPP, 28.1 percent of the Company’s 504

withdrawals in the 2001 calendar year would be expected to occur in January; therefore,505

it is more plausible that the Company would wait until it had a good idea of what actual506

January withdrawals would be before it set the cycle. Our perspective is supported by a 507

confidential memo dated January 21, 2001, which captures the decision to set the cycle 508

at 60 Bcf and a confidential memo dated March 2, 2001, which also describes how the 509

Company had planned to set the cycle around the January 2001 withdrawal amount.19  510

This amount was lower than forecasted and lower than in 2000. Clearly, the 2001 cycle 511

was set well after the latter part of December 2000, and was influenced, among other 512

factors, by the weather and the structure of the GCPP withdrawal percentages.513

                                                
19 See SE 33 and 32, respectively, to the Second Stipulation filed in this Docket on April 2, 2010.
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Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mierzwa’s argument that weather-related issues did not 514

affect storage withdrawals in January 2001?  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 41:923-515

42:925).516

A. No, and his exhibits do not support his position. January 2001 was forecasted to be 517

cold, continuing the cold snap that had started back in November 2000. Actual FOM 518

purchases were apparently set at 1,116,754 MMBtu per day,20 or 34.6 Bcf for the 519

month. This implies a planned GDD purchase of 18.6 Bcf, for total flowing gas 520

purchases of 53.2 Bcf. However, as Figure 6 below illustrates, the temperatures for 521

January 2001 were distinctly warmer than the average temperatures for the GCPP 522

period, and the Company cut all GDD purchases and sold FOM gas at a loss. By the 523

end of the month, FOM purchases were 33.4 BCF and GDD purchases were negative524

2.4 Bcf. Total gas purchased that month was a little over 31 Bcf, well below the 525

planned pipeline purchases of 53.2 Bcf.  Clearly, there was not a lot of room or reason 526

to set an ambitious storage cycle in that type of operating environment.527

                                                
20 See CUB Ex. 2.09, NIC 119453.
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Figure 6528
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Nicor Gas buying GDD gas or buying gas in storage at GDD prices from third-parties.21539

Therefore, no additional cost was incurred by the GCPP customers. 540

VI. CONCLUSION541

Q. Does this complete your surrebuttal testimony?542

A. Yes.543

                                                
21  A point with which Mr. Mierza apparently agrees.  Response to CUB 12.43, attached hereto as Nicor Gas 

Ex. 12.5.
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